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These Stories Are Ours
Ivo Andric, *The Bridge on the Drina*

Tim Healy

'So, on the kapija between the skies, the river and the hills, generation after generation learnt not to murmur overmuch what the troubled waters had borne away. They entered there into the unconscious philosophy of the town; that life was an incomprehensible marvel, since it was incessantly wasted and spent, yet none the less it lasted and endured 'like the bridge on the Drina.'

In 1961 Ivo Andric was awarded the Nobel Prize for Literature, largely in recognition of his greatest novel, *The Bridge on the Drina*. The bridge was real. It was born in 1516 in the mind a ten-year-old boy, torn from his mother's arms as part of a blood tribute to the Turkish Court. Decades later the boy, who had become Grand Vezir, remembered the swollen river Drina and the little town of Visegrad along its banks. He ordered the building of a great bridge that would make the lives of his people easier. It took seven long years to build the great stone bridge. As is true of so much that is new in life, the new bridge was not anticipated fondly by all. Some of those who sought to impede its growth paid a terrible price at the hands of the Turkish masters. But, as is often true in life, the bridge born in blood and strife became the center of people's lives.

At the highest point on the great arch there stood a kapija, a wide place where stone seats had been carved out. And it was on this kapija that the young played their first games, where later they flared and talked of love, where their wedding procession stopped to celebrate, where they debated the town's great matters over a cup of tea, and where in the end their funeral procession stopped one last time.

*The Bridge on the Drina* tells the little stories of these people through the centuries. But really these are our stories, our lives, our friends and family. These are the stories that all of us live because we are all really the same in the end, connected together by bridges seen and unseen, bridges that remind us that life is indeed an incomprehensible marvel.